Thank you for your interest in including a gift from your estate to support Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital Stanford. We are only able to provide extraordinary care to children and expectant mothers because of the support we receive from donors. Estate gifts are an essential part of creating future financial stability for the hospital.

The language below is intended as an example for you and your attorney in planning your gift.

I give to the Lucile Packard Foundation for Children’s Health, a California not-for-profit 501(c)(3) corporation (Tax ID: 77-0440090), the following described property: (legal description of property, dollar amount, percentage of estate, or residual designation) to support Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital Stanford.

This sample bequest language will provide unrestricted support, funding the highest priority needs at our hospital. If you are interested in providing support to a specific fund or program at our hospital or a child health program at the Stanford University School of Medicine, please contact the Office of Gift Planning (contact information is below) so that we can be sure that the language correctly honors your wishes.

LET US THANK YOU

If you have included Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital Stanford in your estate plans, please let us know. We would love to thank you, ensure that your gift purpose is correctly documented, and invite you to join our recognition society, the Lucile Salter Packard Society.

The Lucile Packard Foundation for Children’s Health, an independent 501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation, fundraises for Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital and the child health programs at the Stanford University School of Medicine. These guidelines are intended for the use of lawyers or other estate planning professionals, and should not be viewed as legal advice. Please contact M. Jean Gorman, Director of Gift Planning (650-736-1211 or m.jean.gorman@lpfch.org) if you or your attorney have any questions about the sample language.